Data management has been tackling problems in a heterogeneous, isolated, ad hoc and, frequently, solely empirical-based manner. Recent technology breakthroughs have enabled data collection of unprecedented scale, rate, variety and complexity that has led to an explosion in data management requirements. Existing theories and techniques are not adequate to fulfil these requirements. We endeavour to rethink the way data management research is being conducted, and work towards a holistic approach of data management problems. We propose to work towards modular data management, that will allow for unification of the expression of data management problems and systematization of their solution. The core of such an approach is the novel notion of a datom, i.e. a data management atom, which encapsulates generic data management provision. The datom is the foundation for comparison, customization and re-usage of data management problems and solutions. The proposed approach can signal a revolution in data management research and a long anticipated evolution in data management engineering. Modular data management can leverage data management from its middle ages to its renaissance, by enabling multi-faceted provision, synthesis and re-usage of data management solutions as well as mining of the limitations and determination of the boundaries of data management unification and systematization.
I. INTRODUCTION
The domain of data management research deals with problems of data representation and storage, as well as data organization and processing on computing facilities. Over the past 40-50 years, data management problems have considered a limited range of constraints, assumptions and requirements. Typically, the inputs to traditional data management problems are data requests (i.e. what does the user need to know from the data) and data updates (how do the data change, usually with respect to time); the assumptions are that the computing resources (i.e. CPU, I/O, storage space) and environment (i.e. network communication and workload) are static; and the requirement is, in general, time efficiency (i.e. data processing time). For some specific types of problems, such as data integration or data privacy and anonymity, the requirements differ and have not been formally defined. Research has been conducted in a way that the constraints and assumptions defined on data, workload and computing resources have never been formally related to the needed and proposed data management solution. Usually, such solutions have been developed once, for a specific problem in hand, and never systematically reused.
Overall, traditional research has been tackling problems in a heterogeneous, isolated, ad hoc and, frequently, solely empirical-based manner.
In the last few years, there has been an explosion in data management requirements in various technological environments. The main reason is the abundance of electronic devices, the extreme capabilities of scientific instruments and tools, the ubiquitous nature of modern computing, and the notion of offering computing as a service through computing clouds. These technology breakthroughs have enabled data collection of unprecedented scale, rate, variety and complexity. Even though such collection is already a reality, existing data management theories and techniques are not adequate to support the processing of such data.
Trying to cope with the new reality of data management requirements, current research has expanded its efforts to tackle a wider range of problems. Beyond traditional inputs, such problems take as inputs computing costs and user budgets, as well as any type of data management guarantees; the assumptions of the new problems include elasticity of computing resources and a dynamic computing environment (e.g. number of users and changing workload features) and the optimization goals include, beyond time-efficiency, cost, profit, reliability, scalability, etc. While there are significant efforts to solve the new types of problems, current techniques have not been able to do so effectively, because they cannot yet offer the following: full functionality of traditional DBMSs (e.g., support for transactions, optimization techniques, fully-fledged declarative query language) in a transparent manner (e.g. there exist only key-value stores for cloud data services); clear description of data management functional parameters (e.g. query execution flow) and guarantees (e.g. cost and risk); near real-time data management; automation; online data processing; transparent management of data and metadata, homogeneous data manipulation for several data models (e.g. relational, xml, and data residing in files); migration of data management and adaptation on different infrastructures (e.g. a mobile device, a PC and a cloud provider), etc.
Likewise, future data management techniques will not be able to offer solutions for the above problems, either, if we continue researching for them in the current and traditional way. The reason is that we have been, and continue, seeking for custom solutions to problems that are actually facets of the same problem, a holistic data management problem of extreme complexity that requires a unified, systematic and re-usable solution. A strong indication that the current research way is failing is that, in the last couple of years, most proposed solutions for the management of big data and cloud data service provisioning are based on experimental studies, which try to make a proof-of-concept. Moreover, a big on-going discussion in the data management world is how to create the right benchmarks, in order to validate such solutions. Yet, empirical evidence alone cannot be enough for either proving optimality of a specific data management solution, or making steps towards the systematic solution of similar data management problems.
We argue that the data management world needs to rethink the way it is and has been conducting research, and work towards a holistic approach of data management problems. The new era of multi-dimensional data management requirements makes this revision absolutely necessary and urgent.
We propose to work towards modular data management, which will allow for unification of the expression of data management problems and systematization of their solution. Modular data management can make data management provision the first-class citizen of data management problems, i.e. abstract data management qualities and handle them in a systematic and concrete manner. The core of such an approach is the novel notion of datom, i.e. data management atom, which encapsulates generic data management provision in terms of data, workload and computing resources, (Figure 1(a) ). The datom is the foundation for comparison, customization and re-usage of data management problems and solutions. Datoms express self-contained data management provision and can be synthesized hierarchically in more complex entities to express complex data management needs and capabilities (Figure 1(b) ). Their creation, customization and synthesis can be automatized in order to achieve nearreal time data management provision.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II discusses data management dimensions that modular data management should take into account. Section III introduces the approach of modular data management, Section IV discusses the notion of datom, Section V discusses possibilities and limitations of the approach, Section VI discusses the impact and Section VII concludes the paper.
II. STATE-OF-THE-ART
The domain of data management research was born in the mid 1960s in order to manipulate data in the computing facilities of that time. Since then, the domain has evolved and expanded rapidly in order to catch up with the evolution of computing facilities and the expansion of their utilization, and deal with all kinds of issues that may arise in electronic data manipulation. Due to the tremendous variability of the field, research efforts were scattered among different types of problems, and eventually isolated from each other. This isolation was followed by non-uniform or fuzzy problem semantics in terms of data, workload and computing resources (e.g. data quality characteristics, such as homogeneity or reliability). This led to further isolation, even among efforts that tackled similar problems, which is persistent until today. Therefore, even though there have been sound and complete data management solutions in the literature, these are heterogeneous and hard to reuse. This prolonged situation has created a data management research culture that encourages the proposal of ad hoc, i.e. one-time solutions, which are sometimes solely empirical.
We need to overcome this culture, by unifying and systematizing the approach to data management problems, in order to achieve re-usage of data management solutions, effective comparison and, even more, formalization and solution of extremely complex problems. Such a unification and systematization should be performed for diverse data management areas that exhibit persistent problems, which may appear in almost any data management situation. Having such problems are role models for unification and systematization will allow for a holistic reconsideration of our domain. In the following we discuss briefly major areas of data management that comprise such problems 1 . We deduce from each area the dimensions of data management provision that should be taken into account for its unification and systematization.
Traditional data management. Traditional data management has originally focused on problems of query optimization [6] , multi-query optimization [15] and data modelling [11] . Later, research expanded to problems of transaction management in a DBMS [5] , as well as online analytical processing [17] . Furthermore, a big part of traditional research focused on problems of data integration, dealing with query answering [10] and rewriting as well as schema matching and mapping [4] for heterogeneous data representations. These are problems very well studied in a variety of versions over the years. Because these problems constitute the core of data management provisioning, they are part of any computing situation related to data processing that has or will appear. Therefore, it is of ultimate importance to revisit them and attempt to systematize their approach by studying and classifying dimensions of data management related to query and multi-query optimization objectives (related to efficiency) for analytical and transactional workloads, as well as data heterogeneity resolution.
Recent data management. In the past 20 years, researchers focused on other types of problems, too. Such problems deal with distributed data management, concerning mainly processing parallelization and data reliability, in classical distributed and parallel DBMS environments [14] , but also grid computing environments [13] and peer-to-peer (P2P) overlays [1] . Other more recent data management issues deal with privacy of data publishing [8] personalization and data recommendation [16] , as well as retrieval of top-k results [12] . These are problems complementary to traditional ones, and can also appear in any computing situation related to data processing. Thus, we need to study, define and classify dimensions of data management related to fault-tolerance, parallelization and reliability, as well as query optimization related to privacy and preference.
Modern data management. Recently, the data management research community has shown an enormous interest in the area of cloud data management [3] . The reason is that cloud computing seems to be the ideal paradigm for the management of big amounts of any type of data, which is offered transparently to the user as a service. Cloud data management reshuffles traditional and recent data management requirements, such as efficiency, faulttolerance, parallelization, reliability and relates then to new conditions for workload and computing facilities, such as dynamicity and multi-tenancy of workload, as well as elasticity and shareness of resources. Furthermore, it adds new requirements, such as that of cost and Service-Level Agreement (SLA) guarantees. Beyond, cloud data management, the research community has a new interest towards the management of scientific data [9] , which has special requirements, such as online processing, automation and manipulation of data residing in files. Other new problems target the management of probabilistic [7] or uncertain [2] . The new issues are caused by technological revolutions in data collection and processing tools. They introduce new and important dimensions of data management provision that we also need to study and classify, such as cost-and risk-aware data management and they add new dimensions of data features, workload and computing resources, which increase dramatically the possible data management constraints and assumptions.
III. MODULAR DATA MANAGEMENT

A. Problem setting
In general, data management provisioning constitutes execution of a workload on some data using some computing resources. Data, workload and computing resources are the three elements that, combined, realize data management provisioning. Traditionally, data management research has been formulating data management problems with constraints and assumptions on data, workload and computing resources, and defining requirements on the provision of data management. Occasionally, such problems dealt also with modelling the three elements, especially data and workload.
The new era of multi-aware data management requirements in a variety of situations concerning all three elements, data, workload and computing resources, has given rise to a spectacular amount of new types of data management problems of an unprecedented complexity. This abundance of problems and their high complexity are due to the increment of constraints, assumptions and requirements, which is due to the increase of parameters that are of interest to data management provisioning. Current data management research proceeds in tackling these new problems in the traditional way, meaning seeking individual solutions tailored to imprecisely or not uniformly defined problem specifics.
B. Problem motivation
Eventually, if we continue to tackle problems in the same manner, we will be led to a deadlock of no possibility for data management advancement. The reason is that we are proposing improvised isolated solutions to ambiguous problems that are actually instances of a big holistic data management problem of extreme complexity. This is the problem of dynamic transparent management of any type of data on ubiquitous computing environments, concerning user requirements and computing resources. The isolated solutions cannot be combined to offer a solution to the big problem, because they are heterogeneous in both what they are solving and how they are expressed. The future of research lies in the total reconsideration of how we have been conducting it and in the recreation of the foundation of data management, in order to be able to solve respective problems in a unified, systematic and reusable manner.
In the following we give a very simple motivating example from the cloud data management area.
Motivating example. Let us assume that given a data instance D and workload that comprises two types of queries, Q 1 , which can be parallelized, and Q 2 , which cannot be parallelized, assuming that we have available 2 processing machines with shared-nothing architecture (which implies that parallelization needs data replication) and that Q 1 accelerates with the employment of a data index I 1 , how should we deploy the data D and on which part of the deployment should we build I 1 , in order to achieve both time-, T , and cost-, C, efficiency? Problems like the above are most common in data management. To solve the above problem, traditionally, one would usually start from scratch, meaning without employing formalized previous knowledge, he/she would try out different configurations, and based on them would provide an empirical solution and, at most, some fuzzy heuristic guidelines for repeating the same process. Yet, it would be desirable to: (a) Formalize the problem so that we can relate to it other similar problems in terms of constraints, assumptions and requirements; (b) Form the problem parts as data management provisioning objects that can be synthesized and re-used for the solution of similar problems. For example, we could: create object O 1 that represents the execution of Q 1 on one machine, i.e. one replica of D, using index I 1 , incurring cost Let us assume that we also encounter another similar data management problem, in which, given a data instance D ⊃ D we would like to execute the same workload, comprising Q 1 and Q 2 while the execution of Q 2 can be accelerated using index I 2 on D − D or I 1,2 on D . Rather than solving this problem from scratch, we would like to express the problem in a form which will allow for a comparison with the previous problem, and, furthermore, we would like to reuse the solution or solution parts of the previous problem. For example, we could solve this problem by either (i) extending the solution object O 2 to O 2 that represents the execution of Q 2 on one machine, i.e. one replica of D − D, using index I 2 , incurring cost C 2 and time T 2 , or (ii) create a new object O 3 that represents the execution of Q 2 on one machine, i.e. one replica of D , using index I 1,2 , incurring cost C 3 and time 
C. Problem challenges
There are two major challenges in unifying and systematizing data management provisioning. The first is a challenge of semantics: It is unclear what exactly is considered as data management provision and to what extent it can be, or it is meaningful, to concretely describe and measure it, and how. This challenge becomes even harder to tackle for data management that incorporates any user requirements that may arise in modern computing environments. The second is a challenge of complexity: There is an explosion in the number of dimensions of modern data management requirements. These dimensions are currently of unknown profile and unknown respective metrics.
Beyond the above, there are two more challenges. Current computing environments need dynamically provided data management almost at real-time. This dictates simplification of the problem in hand and search for approximate solutions. Yet, experience has shown that data management solutions are solutions of high stakes, meaning that, failing to give an appropriate optimization to a data management problem, may even harm data management beyond the point of operating without any optimization (for example, building and using a data index in order to accelerate query execution may result in even decelerating the later, compared to not using any index, if the built index is not appropriate). Thus, we need to be extremely careful not to oversimplify the problems or over-approximate the given solutions.
D. Proposed solution
In this new perspective, data management provision should be the first-class citizen of data management problems. The focus should be on defining what data management is in terms of data, workload and computing resources and enabling the unified and formal definition of data management problems. We propose to achieve these goals through modular data management provision, i.e. data management provision disseminated into self-contained pieces that can be manipulated atomically and synthesized as groups. We propose the notion of datom, i.e. data management atom which refers to a generic unit of data management provision. The datom captures basic data management, in terms of both needs and capabilities, and expresses it in a way that allows for comparison, customization and reusage in order to systematically realize complex data management provision. Based on the novel notion of datom, we can create methodologies for this realization, depending on the peculiarities of each data management area. Within these methodologies we can create methods and techniques that aim at fulfilling data management requirement.
IV. THE DATOM
In the following we define and discuss the notion of datom.
A. Defining datoms
Feasible data management can be divided in basic entities of data management that can be reused as a whole and in combination with other entities in order to express data management needs and capabilities, and eventually matched in order to cover needs with capabilities. We call such data management units, datoms, since they are not dissected further, they are manipulated atomically, and they are employed in combination to create data management solutions.
Definition 1: A datom A is a set A = {P, O, X}
where P is a set of properties P = {D,W,C}. D is the set of properties referring ti data, W is the set of properties referring to workload and C is the set of properties referring to computing resources. O is a set of operators O = {o 1 ,...,o m } that take as operands members of P and X is a set of axioms defined on P.
A datom has properties concerning all three elements, i.e. data, workload and computing resources. For example, a datom can represent: the execution a SPJ (i.e. select-projectjoin) query with one join, on an attribute with selectivity 10% on a table of 10M tuples running on 1 CPU with no data transfer via network. Datoms can be supersets/subsets of, or can overlap with, other datoms in terms of properties, operators or axioms. For example, the previous datom is a subset of the datom that corresponds to: execution a SPJ query with one join, on an attribute with selectivity 10% on a table of 10M tuples running on 1 CPU with no data transfer via network using an index on the join attribute.
The complexity and variety of data management problems that need to be expressed necessitate the creation of a big variety of datoms. Since many of them may be similar, we could create template datoms, or else, semi-constructed datoms, that can be customized for a specific problem in hand. Templates can be accompanied with profiling techniques for data management in order to express them as datoms. Datoms include operators to manipulate property values and axioms to coordinate such a manipulation. Operators and axioms should be inherent to datoms, in order for the latter to be self-contained and employed transparently for complex data management provision.
1) Datom properties: The properties of datoms are able to describe adequately constraints and assumptions of data management problems, as well as their solutions. Therefore, they should describe characteristics of data, workload and computing resources. Each of these elements has qualities that are of interest to data management. For example: Each property can be measured with one or more metrics. For example, replication degree may be measured with data size or with tuples/columns to be replicated. Currently, many properties are semantically ambiguous or have different semantics under different data management situations. Thus, there is a necessity for alternative metrics, but also a necessity for the determination of relationships between such metrics. Moreover, various metrics may have various types, e.g. continuous, discrete, attribute-like. We expect that datom properties will also need metrics with probabilistic or even possibilistic values, e.g. partitioning may be measured as high and low, update rate may be accompanied by probability values.
Datoms should have properties from the above pool, but it is not necessary for datoms to have all or the same properties. For example, a datom may have the property concerning the data replication degree, but may not have the property concerning the partitioning degree. Such a datom is agnostic to the last property, meaning that it can be customized for any value of the latter.
2) Datom operators: Datoms need operators in order to manipulate, i.e. set and expose, the values of their properties. Such operators may be unique to each datom, or common among them. For example, a datom may have an operator to set or exhibit what data or what workload it comprises. Furthermore, it is not mandatory for a datom to have such an operator, meaning that data or workload may be static and hidden. Operators are actually the tools to handle datoms so that we can customize and combine them. Overall, they enable the reusage and synthesis of datoms in order to achieve complex modular data management.
3) Datom axioms: The datom operators work under a possible set of axioms that refer to the properties. Specifically, they may refer to the existence of properties, or to their manipulation. The axioms of a datom are specific to this datom and, in general, do not hold for other datoms. The role of the axioms is to ensure the atomicity of the datom, meaning that the datom always represents the data management provision for which it has been designed.
Example 1: Let us assume a datom that represents a SPJ query with one join, noted as workload W = {Q 1 }, on some data and some computing resources. This datom should never allow for setting another value for W , meaning that the axioms should include the following one:
4) Datom qualities: Datoms can be evaluated with respect to the qualities of data management provision they represent. This evaluation, which can be performed analytically or experimentally, depending on the situation, is persistent for each datom and can be employed for reusing the datom in realizing complex data management provision. Data management qualities can be influenced by:
• Data integration characteristics, such as data and metadata integration degree, accuracy with respect to data summarization, annotation, approximation etc. • Performance characteristics, such as efficiency, scalability, availability etc. • Privacy characteristics, which can be related to anonymization or security guarantees etc. • Cost characteristics, which can be related to execution cost, maintenance cost, money, labor, energy consumption etc.
B. Creating datoms
One advantage of expressing data management provision in terms of datoms, is that we can create the latter either from scratch or by reusing existing ones. Creating datoms from scratch means that we need to define as properties what are the data, workload and computing resources involved, meaning defining explicit and implicit characteristics. For example, a datom that involves the management of the data in a table R 1 should include a property R 1 , but it can also include properties about this data, such as their skewness, S e.g. S = 10%. Creating datoms based on existing ones, can be done only in an additive fashion, meaning that we can only add properties, operators and axioms, as long as the latter do not contradict the existing ones. In such a creation, the original datom works actually as a template for the new ones. This type of datom creation can benefit data management situations that have little change or that reappear in time.
Example 2: Let us assume that there is a datom that refers to querying data in table R 1 using some indexes. This datom, A a = {P a , O a , X a }, has D a = {Tables, Indexes} where Tables = {R 1 } and originally Indexes = {I 1 }; the datom has an operator that can add new indexes on the data: O b = {O 1 (Indexes, I new ) = Indexes∪ I new }. Furthermore, there can be an axiom that denotes that adding the same index does not make any difference: A = {A 1 = I ∪ I = I}. Let assume that the situation changes and that we need to manage data that reside in two tables R 1 and R 2 again with the possible association of indexes: This datom,
It is interesting to note that creating datoms based on other datoms changes the profile of the original datom in terms of data management qualities, such as traditional ones: efficiency, scalability, availability, and non-traditional ones: security, privacy, integration degree. The only reason to create datoms based on datoms is for re-usage and comparison purposes: First, if the datom to be created is a superset in terms of properties, operators and/or axioms of existing ones, it is easy and fast to reuse the latter in order to create the first. Second, if a data management situation changes, it may be useful to create the new datoms based on the old ones, in order to be able to compare data management qualities in relationship to the introduced characteristics.
Nevertheless, datoms are meant to be used as compound units, and this we can achieve if we synthesize them in order to describe complex data management situations.
C. Synthesizing datoms
Datoms are meant to describe generic data management provision in a clear and concrete manner. Thereafter, their purpose is to allow for the description of more elaborate data management provision through their synthesis with other datoms. Such synthesis is enabled by datoms through their operators, who allow for customization through setting property values and manipulation through the retrieval of property values.
As aforementioned, the axioms are local to each datom. The axioms guide the synthesis of datoms so that the values and properties of each one stay coherent with the original representation of data management provision by each datom. Nevertheless, since axioms are internal to each datom, it is possible to synthesize datoms with contradicting axioms.
The synthesis of datoms towards the description of complex data management provision necessitates structuring techniques, which are able to build such entities hierarchically, based on single datoms or simpler combinations of datoms. Such techniques should be guided by the overall characteristics, i.e. data, workload and computing resources, but also the overall qualities of the data management provision, i.e. performance or other guarantees, to be achieved. Moreover, these techniques should include tools for comparison of datoms, concerning both data management properties and qualites. The definition of datoms is a first big step towards this direction, since it enables the expression of data management provision in a unified and systematic manner.
It is interesting to note that, occasionally, datom synthesis may achieve the same result as datom creation ( e.g. through datom customization), but in general, this is not the case. The reason is that datom customization invokes changes to the characteristics and/or qualities of data management that it represents,which may be not feasible to achieve through synthesis of existing datoms, and therefore, through synthesis of existing characteristics and/or qualities of data management.
Example 3: Let us assume the datom of Example 2, A a = {P a , O a , X a }, which refers to the management of data in R 1 using an index I 1 and a datom A c = {P c , O c , X c } which refers to the management of data in R 2 using an index I 2 , i.e. D c = {Tables, Indexes} where Tables = {R 2 } and Indexes = {I 2 }. The combination of A a and A c is not equivalent with datom A b , since the latter includes also an index I 1,2 . This is rational, as the combined performance of A a and A c cannot be equivalent to the performance of A b .
V. POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS
Modular data management is the approach that will enable systematic resolution of data management problems, and promises to unite data management areas. Therefore, this approach has the foundation to propose comprehensive solutions to problems with multifarious requirements, constraints and assumptions. Furthermore, it has the foundation for the creation of such solutions in a manner that is efficient both in terms of time but also effort, through automatization of customization and re-usage of data management modules. This can make feasible the synthesis of ad hoc and nearreal time data management provision suitable for very dynamic environments such as computing clouds and big data streaming.
Naturally, the challenge is to apply modular data management for problems with ambiguous semantics or with specifics bound to peculiar situations, which may even be external to data management provisioning (for example, specific problems related to integration and privacy etc). Nevertheless, the approach of modular data management has a big advantage even for such a case: through datoms and their manipulation, it abstracts and generalizes problems, which can demonstrate the possible extent of data management unification and systematization.
VI. IMPACT
The approach of modular data management will signal a revolution in data management research and a long anticipated evolution in data management engineering. It will enable the fulfillment of multifaceted data management requirements, synthesis and re-usage of data management solutions, mining the limitations and determination of the boundaries of data management itself. Furthermore, it will provide the foundation for next-generation data management that offers automation, online processing and selforganization. These will achieve the efficient management of tremendously big and fast data collection and processing, which is currently the bottleneck for all science disciplines that depend on the observation and study of large amounts and/or diverse types of data, such as astronomy, physics, environmental sciences, sociology, biology, etc. This benefit includes the obliteration of the requirement of custom-based solutions for scientific experimental analysis (reducing cost, time and errors) and the systematization of scientific experimentation. Life experience has shown for more traditional sciences, such as medicine, biology, sociology, psychology etc and other human activities, like music creation, that taking the big step to systematize knowledge and its discovery, is the answer for boosting advancement in the domain. Likewise, this is the time to take this big step in the domain in data management, as this will boost the advancement not only in the domain of data management itself, but to other domains that depend on its progress. Modular data management can bridge the gap between data management research and industry. Data management providers will be able to design fully functional data management services tailored to the needs of each specific customer. Improved data management techniques will benefit the processing of business, social and personal data, leading to more effective information extraction and knowledge discovery.
VII. CONCLUSION
The advancement of data management research and engineering necessitates a holistic approach of data management provision as a problem with various characteristics and multi-faceted requirements. Towards this end, we propose to work on the provision of modular data management. We introduce the novel notion of datom, which captures the idea of treating data management as a self-contained unit. This is an idea that has not appeared in the literature until now and that promises to overcome the problem of incomplete and informal expression of data management, because it is the tool to express constraints, assumptions and requirements in a unified and systematic manner. Moreover, it is the tool to relate these three parts of the problem towards the solution of the latter.
